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Abstract
This research aims to reproduce arbitrary sound fields using loudspeaker arrays
comprising multiple speakers. Both sound quality and directivity patterns (patterns
of the powers radiated from a sound source in each direction) are important for a
quality experience. If recorded sound fields could be reproduced in remote theaters,
the quality of viewing of the audience members would be highly improved. This
research focuses on sound field synthesis that can reproduce not only the sounds
themselves but also the positions and directivity patterns of the sound sources.
Sound field synthesis technology, which uses a loudspeaker array comprising speak-
ers arranged in a line or a circle, reproduces arbitrary sound fields by playing acous-
tic signals filtered by driving functions. One of the salient features of the proposed
sound field synthesis technology is the in-depth control of sound position by mov-
ing the sources in horizontal directions, which cannot be achieved by existing sound
reproduction systems. Human utterances and musical instruments have their own
directivity patterns. Therefore, it is important for the improvement of the quality
of experience to reproduce not only the positions but also the directivity patterns of
sound sources. Directivity control technologies based on sound field synthesis have
long been investigated; however, it is difficult for existing technologies to reduce al-
gorithmic complexity.
Thus, this research focuses on sound field reproduction of a target directional sound
source with low complexity. Focused sources are created using an actual linear loud-
speaker array, which operates as virtual loudspeakers for the sound field synthesis of
the directional source. The proposed method reflects the change of the sound field of
a rotated or shifted directional sound source by moving the focused sources without
changing the output from the virtual sound sources. This process corresponds to
the use of focused sources as the virtual loudspeaker array. Thus, the sound field
of moving directional sources can be accurately reproduced without increasing the
iv
algorithmic complexity, which is not the case with existing methods.
In Chapter 1, existing spatial sound reproduction technologies, their relation to our
study, and the aim of our research are introduced. In Chapter 2, technologies related
to existing research on sound field synthesis and directivity control are described: the
derivation of filters (driving functions) for each actual loudspeaker, circular harmonic
expansion (spatial Fourier transformation in 2-dimensional space), and multipole ex-
pansion. In Chapter 3, a method is proposed to reproduce the sound field of a direc-
tional source using a linear loudspeaker array. The sound field modeled with circular
harmonic expansion coefficients is reproduced through a virtual circular loudspeaker
array created using a linear loudspeaker array. It is shown that this method, which
updates the sound field by moving the virtual loudspeakers, requires less algorithmic
complexity than existing methods. In Chapter 4, a method for reproducing the sound
field of a directional source is described. This method also uses a virtual multipole
loudspeaker array. The virtual array is created using a linear loudspeaker array and
is driven with filters obtained based on the multipole expansion of the sound field. It
is shown that the method operates at a lower algorithmic complexity than existing
methods when the sound field is expressed by a multipole expansion of an order lower
than three. In Chapter 5, the relation between two methods of modeling sound field
synthesis, namely, circular harmonic expansion and multipole expansion, is discussed.
This relation has long been investigated; however, it has not yet been defined ana-
lytically. An analytical conversion from circular harmonic expansion coefficients of a
directional sound source to weighting coefficients of multipole sources is derived. It
is shown that the sound field can be reproduced based on the superposition of mul-
tipole sources controlled by weighting coefficients converted from circular harmonic
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???????????????. ?????????, 2 ???????????
???????, ????????????????????? phantom source??
????????????????????????? [1] [15]. ?????????
???, 2 ???????????????, ??????????????????
??????, ???????????????????????????????
?????????? [16]. ????????????????, ????????
???????????????????????????????stereophony??
???????????????? [17] [3] [18]. ????????????????
????????????????, 5.1 ????? [19] ?, 22.2 ????? [20] ?
??????????????????????????????????. ???
??????????????, ???????????????????, ????





? 1.1: ????????????. (a) ???????????????????





???? 1.1 (a) ??????????????????, ???????????
??????????????????????????? (??????????
????????). ?????????????????????????. ? 1.1
(b) ????????????????????????????, ???????




???????????????????????????? [4]. 3 ???????
??????????, ??????????????? 2 ?????????. ?
???, ????????????????????, ?????????????
??????????. ???????????, ? 1.2 (a) ??????, ????
??????????????????????????????????????
??, ????????????????????????? 1.2 (b) ??????,
?????????????????????????????. ???????,
??????????????????????????????????, ???
?????????????????????? [22] [23] [24] [25] [26]. ???, ??
?????????????????????????????????, ????





? 1.2: ??????????????. (a) ??????????????????





???? [27], 2. ??????????????????????????????
????? [28] [29], 3. ???????????????????????????
? [30] [31] [32], ???????????????????? [4]. ????????
???????????????????????????????, ??????
???????????????????????, ??????????????




???, ???????? (Ambisonics) [37] ?, ???????????????
???? [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] ???????. ?????????, ????, ?
???, ???????????????????, ??????????????
?????????? [37]. ?????????, ???????????????
????????????????????, ?????????????????
?, ??????????????????. ?????????????????
?????????, ??????????????????? 1 ????????





? 1.3: ??????????. (a) ???????????????????. (b)
??????????????????????.
???, ????????????, ??????????????????, ???





????? [5] [6] [45]. ?????????????????????????, ??
???????, ?????? (????????)?????????????. ?
??????????, ???????????????????????????
???????????????????. ??, ?????????????, ??
????????, ??????????????????????????? [46].
???, ??????????????? 1 / 2 ????????????????
??????????, ?????????????????? [44]. ??, ????
?????????????????????, ? 1.3 (a) ??????, ?????
???????????????????????, ??? 1.3 (b) ???????
????????????????????????????????, ?????
???????????????? [47] [48] [49].
??, ???????????????????, ? 1.4 (a) ??????????
????? [50] [51] [52] [53], ? 1.4 (b) ??????????????? [54] [55]
[56] [57] [58] [59] [60], ????. ???????????????????????
?????, ????????????????????????????????
6 ? 1? ??
(a) (b)
? 1.4: ???????????. (a) ????????????????. (b) ??
????????????.
? [52] [53]. ??, ?????????????????????????????

























????????????? [65] [66] [67] [68] [69]. ????????, ??????
??????????????????????????????????????
???. ???, ??????????????????????, ???????
????????????????????????????, ???????, ?
?????????????????????????????????, ????













[70]. ???, ?????????????????????????, ??????
??????????????????????????????????????
??. ?????, ???????????????????????????, ??


























?. 3 ???, ??????????????????????, ?????????
??????????????????, ???????????????????
???. ???????????????????????????????, ??










? 1.7: ?????????????????. (a) ???????????????
??????? (3????). (b) ??????????????????????
(4????).
??????????????????????????????????????
????. ??, ????????????????????? 4 ????????,
??????????????????????????. ???, 6 ??????
??????.




















???. ????, ?????????????????????, ??????.
2.1 ??????
???????, ?????????????????????????????
??????. ???????, 60????? Snow?????????? [71], ??
?, Berkout????????????????????????????????,




????????????? [6]. ??, ????????????????????
????????????????????? [72] [73]. ????????????
????????????????????, ?????????????????
??????. ??, ???????????, ?????????????????
??????, ???????????????????????????????
















?, ??? 2 ??????????????. ??????????????, ?
?????????????????????? [54]. ?????????????
2.1???. ????????????????????? V ??????????
????, ??????????-?????????????????.











???, ω????????, P (x, ω)???? ∂V ??????? V ???? x??
????, G(x|x0, ω)???x0????????????????????????
?????????????, P (x0, ω)?, ??? ∂V ?????????. ??, n






P (x0, ω) = 〈∇P(x, ω),n(x0)〉 (2.2)
???, 〈·, ·〉????????????. ??, ??? V ????????????
????, ??? V ???????? P (x0, ω)??????. ??, 2 ??????
?????????????????G(x|x0, ω)?, ???????? [54].




0 (k|x− x0|) (2.3)
??, j =






?????????????????????? 2 ???, ???????????
????????. ????, ???????????? 2 ???????????
?????????????. ?, ????? x0 = (x0, 0)? x??????????
????, ??????????? x = (x, y)??????????????. ??,
x = (x, y)? y > 0???????????, x0 = (x0, 0)? 2 ?????????.
P (x, ω) = −
∫ ∞
−∞
D2D(x0, ω)G2D(x− x0, ω)dx0 (2.4)
D2D? x0???????????, G2D(x, ω)?? (2.3)??? 2 ????????
???. ??, ω????????. ?????? S(x, ω)???????, ????
????????????????????????????????.











?????????????? [74]. ????????????????? 2 ???
??????, ????????????????, ??????????????
?????. ????, ???????????????????????????








0 (k|x− xs|) (2.6)
???, H(1)0 ?, 0 ??? 1 ??????????, xs = (xs, ys)?, ys > 0????







1 (k|x0 − xs|) (2.7)
???, H(1)1 ? 1 ??? 1 ??????????.
???, ????????? 2 ?????????????, ?????????
????????????????????????????????????. ?
14 ? 2? ??????????











? 2.2: ??????????????????????????? ( 1 kHz???













???, c???, ∆x??????????. ????? c? 343.46 m/s, ?????
?? 0.05 m ???, ???????????????? 3400 Hz ??????.
?????????????????????, ???????????????
???????. ???, 2 ????????????????, ?????????
??????????????????????????????????????
???????. ????, ???????????????????. 2 ?????
?????????????????????????, ????????????
[47] [75] [76] [77]. ????, 2 ????????????????????????
?????????????? [75], ?????????????????????
??????, ????????????????? [76]. ????????????
2.1. ?????? 15
x
Focused source created 
by a loudspeaker array
The listening area
of a focused source
? 2.3: ?????? 2 ??????????????????????????.
??????????????????, ? 2.3????????????????
??. ??????????, ????? 2 ??????????????????
????????????. ??, 2 ???????????????, 2 ?????
????????????????????????????. ????????,
??????????????????????????????????? [77].
???????????????, ???????????? (tapering window)?
?????????????????????. ???, ???? 2 ???????
??????????????????????????????????????
[78]. ??????????????, ????????????? (diffraction)??
???????, ???????????????????????. ???, ???
??????????????????????????????.
16 ? 2? ??????????
2.1.4 ????????????































































|x0 − xs|3/2 e
j(k|x0−xs|) (2.10)










??????. ??, 2 ???????????????????????????,









































??????????????, ?????????????????, 48000 Hz ?








?????????????, ????????????. ???, ????????
???????????????????????????????????, ??
???????????????????????????????, ??????
???????????. ???, ???????? 48kHz???????????
?, ?????????? 7.1 mm?≈ 343.36÷ 48000??????????? 340m/s
????. ??, 3?? 4????????,???????????????????
?????????????????, ????????????????????
????????????????, ?????????????????????

















t− l , (2.13)




????. ????, ??M = 1? Lagrange?????????????????
???????????????? 2.4, ? 2.5???. ?????????????
????????????, ?????????????????????????




??????? [83]. ?? IIR??????, FIR???????????????
???????????????????????????. ??????????
?????.





τfrac −M − l
τfrac −M + l + t , (2.14)
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?????? 48 kHz???, ?????? 0.5? 24 kHz???).

























?????? 48 kHz???, ?????? 0.5? 24 kHz???). τfrac??????
???.
20 ? 2? ??????????
???, τfrac????????????, M ?????????. Thiran?????
???????????????, ? 2.6??????, ?????????????.
???????????, Lagrange??????????????????????
???????. ???, ? 2.7??????, 4.8 kHz?????????????
????????????????????????. ?????????????
?????????????, ???????????????????, ????
??????????. ??? 340 m/s????, ??????? 0.07 m ?????
?, 4.8 kHz??????????????????????????, ???, 1?
?Thiran??????????????????. 3???? 4???, Thiran??
??????????????????????????, ????? 1 ?????
??????????.
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? 2.6: ??Thiran????????????????????? 48 kHz???, ?
????? 0.5? 24 kHz???). τfrac?????????.

























? 2.7: ??Thiran????????????????????? 48 kHz???, ?
????? 0.1? 4.8 kHz???).













?????????????????, ????????????? [54]. x??









???, c???, t??????????????. ??????????????
????.






P (ω)e−jkx · ejωt (2.17)













???, P˜ (k)??? k??????????. ??????? ejkx??????, ?






?????????????????????????????. ???? 1 ???
????????????????????????????????, ??? 2 ?
??????????????????????. 2 ??????????????
????????.




p(x, y, t) (2.21)
??????????????????????????????.























???? 2.8????????????. ???????????????? x =
(x, y)???????????? x = (r, φ)??????.
x = r cosφ
y = r sinφ (2.24)







?, 2 ???????????????????, ???????.






































???, ν?????, Aν(ω)?????, k???, H
(2)
ν ? ν??? 2 ??????
?, ejνφ?????????. ?????, ??????????????????,
??????????????????Aν(ω)??????????.
























P˜ν(r, ω)????????????????, ?? ν?????????????. ?












???????????????, ?? a (< r)????????????????
???????????????????????. ?????????????,
??????Pressure-matching method?, Mode-matching method???????
26 ? 2? ??????????
[51]. ?????????.
Pressure-matching method
?, ?? a????L????????? al = (a, φl)????? (0 ≤ l ≤ L − 1).
??, ?? a????????? r????M???????? rη = (r, φη)???
?? (0 ≤ η ≤ M− 1). η?????? rη?, l???????? al???????





G(rη, al, ω)Dl(ω). (2.31)
?????????, ????????????????????????????
????.
pω = [p(r0, ω) p(r1, ω) · · · p(rM−1, ω)]T (2.32)
???, ? (2.31)?????????????????????????? p˜(rη, ω)
??????????, ???????J ?????????????Dl(ω)???
??????.
J (ω) = ‖pω −GωDω‖22 (2.33)
???, Dω = [D0(ω) D1(ω) · · ·DL−1(ω)]T ,
Gω =

G(r0, a0, ω) G(r0, a1, ω) · · · G(r0, aL−1, ω)












??, [·]H ???????????. ?? λ?, ????????????????
????????????????. ?????????????????????
????????????????????????????????? Pressure-




?????? [52]. ??????????????????????????, ??
??????????????????????, ???????????????
??????????????????, Pressure-matching method ???????
?????.
Mode-matching method
????, Pressure-matching method ?????, ??????????????
???????????????. ?? a???????????????????
????, ?? al = (al, φl)??????Dl(ω)???????????.
p˜(r, φ, ω) =
∫ 2pi
0
G(r, φ|a, φl, ω)Dl(ω)adφl (2.36)
????G(r, φ|a, φl, ω)?, ????Dl(ω)?????????????,









???. ???, G˘ν(r|a, k), D˘ν(k)?, ????G(r, φ|a, φl, ω), Dl(ω)???????
????. ???????????? (2.36)??????, ???????????
???????????.













??, ????? p(r, φ, ω)???????????????.










???, p˘ν(r, ωc )?, ?? p(r, φ, ω)???????????.



























2pia G˘ν(r|a, ωc )
(2.42)
28 ? 2? ??????????
?????, ???????????????????????????????
????????????????????Mode-matching method???. Mode-



















2pia G˘ν(r|a, ωc )
ejνφl (2.43)
??, ??????? 2 ?????????????????, ?????????










L G˘ν(r|a, ωc )
ejνφl (2.44)










L G˘ν(r|a, ωc )
ejνφl (2.45)
??, ??????????????????????????????????
?????, ???????N ??????? L???????. ???????
N ????? 2N + 1???????????. ?????, L????????,
















































































???, ? (2.51)??????? ν???????? Jν(x)?????. ? 2.10?,
a = 0.2?????? ν???????? Jν(x)???. ?????? Jν(x)?, 0 ?
????? x = 0? 1 ?????, ?????? 0 ?????. 1000 Hz ?????
??????, ν > 0??????????????????????? 0 ????
???. ??????????????? (2.51)?????????, ??????

















30 ? 2? ??????????















? 2.10: ?????????. ????????? 0.2 m ?????.
??.
N = ⌈kr⌉ (2.53)
???, ⌈·⌉????? ⌈z⌉ = min{n ∈ Z|n ≥ z}???. ????????, ????
??????????????????, ??????? (2.46)??? (2.53)???
???????????????????????.
2.2.2 ??????????????
??????????? 2 ???????????????????, ?????
?? 8 ??????????. ????????????????????. ???
????????????????????????????????????, ?








[57] [58] [59] [60] [91]. ??, ?????????????, ????????????



























??????????????????????. ? 2.11??????, 2 ???
????????? d??????????, ?????????????????







































Jν(x) = 0 (ν ̸= 0) (2.56)
???, ? (2.54)????????????????.



































0 (kr) · jdk cosφ
}
≈ G2D(kr){jdk cosφ} (2.57)
???,??????G2D?? (2.3)? 2????????????????????


















































0 (kr) (−jk cosφ)
= G2D(kr) (−jk cosφ) (2.58)
???, φ???????? cosφ = x/r????. ? (2.57)?? (2.58)??????,
????????????? 2 ????????G2D? 1 ???????????
??????−d?????????????????? [59]. ????, x????
??????? 2 ????????? 1 ????????, ??? y???????









?????????? d (= 2∆)?????, ????????????????
??? Squad(r, k)?????????.












= (jdk cosφ)2G2D(kr) (2.60)
?????????? d?????????????? 2 ????????????
????????????, ?? 2 ????????G2D???? (jdk cosφ)2??
?????????????????. ?????, x???? m?, y???? n?
??????? (m,n) ????????????, ??????????????.
Sm,n(kr) = G2D(kr)(jdk)
m+n cosm φ sinn φ (2.61)













= G2D(kr)(−jk)m+n cosm φ sinn φ (2.63)
? (2.61)?? (2.63)??????, (m,n) ????????????? 2 ???
?????G2D? (m,n) ????????? (−d)m+n?????????????
????.






w0,0 w1,0 w0,1 w2,0 w1,1 w0,2
×
...















???, m,n????? x???? y?????????????????????











???????. ???? 2.2.1????? Pressure-matching method????, ?
????????. ?, ???????????????????????????
?????????, ???????? 2.13????M????? rη??? r??




pω = [p(r0, ω) p(r1, ω) · · · p(rM−1, ω)]T (2.65)
??, ????wm,n???????????????????????. ???, N
????????????.
wω = [w0,0 w0,1 w1,0 w0,2 w1,1 w2,0 · · · wN−1,1 wN,0]T (2.66)
???,? (2.64)??????????????????????????? p˜(rη, ω)
??????????, ???????J ?????????????wm,n(ω)??
???????.
J (ω) = ‖pω −Gωwω‖22 (2.67)




g˙0,0(r, φ0) g˙0,1(r, φ0) · · · g˙N,0(r, φ0)





g˙0,0(r, φM−1) g˙0,1(r, φM−1) · · · g˙N,0(r, φM−1)
 (2.68)





























???, S˘(2)ν ? ν??????????, H(2)ν ? ν??? 2 ??????????. r
???α?????? x??????????????????????. ????



























S˘(1)ν (ω){H(1)ν−1(kr0)ej(ν−1)α0 +H(2)ν+1(kr0)ej(ν+1)α0} (2.73)
???????, ?????????????????????????????
???. ???????????????????????????? [68]. ???
????????? (2.73)???????????? (2.9)??????, ????
?????????????????????????.















































jν · S˘(2)(ν, ω) · ejνα0
]
ejωtdω (2.76)
???????, ????? S˘(2)(v, ω)????????????????????
? [65].
???, ??????????????????????????, ? 2.14???
??????, 2 ??????????? α0???????????????. ??
?, ????????????????????????????????????








??????????????, ?????????? 2 ???????????.
????????, ?????????????????????, ???????
??????.
ErrSF(x, y) = 10 log 10




???, sorg(x, y)?? (2.71)???????? (x, y)????????, s(x, y)???
??????? (x, y)???????????. ?????????ErrSF(x, y)?,
???????????????, ?????????????????????.





ErrDir(x, y) = 10 log 10




??? sorg(x, y)?, (xc, yc)?????????,???????? (x, y) = (xc +










????????????????????????????? [97, 98, 99, 100, 101].
????????, ????????????????????????????, ?
?? 4 kHz????????????????????. ???, ??, 4 kHz ???














































































































































? 2.16: ??????????? [104]. ?????? dB(SPL).
??????????????????????????????????????
? [102, 103], 4 kHz ????????????????????????????
???? [104]. Monson??, 15 ???????????????????????
?, ???????????. 15 ?????? 2 ????????????????








Otondo??, 45◦??????? 8 ?????????????????????
????????????, ?????????????? [101]. ????, ? 2.17
??????, ???????????????????????????????
???. ??????????, ????????, ???????, ???????
2.5. ????????? 41
? 2.17: ?? (??????)?????. ???????????????????
?. ’E5’: 659.2 Hz. ’F#5’: 740 Hz. ’B5’: 987.8 Hz. ’C#6’: 1108.7 Hz. ?????

























????????? (r = 0.6m), ???? (M = 24, ?????????? 12 ?
???????????????????? 24 ????), ???????????






























? 2.18: ??????????????????????????????. ???
???????????????.





???, fmax = cM/4pir???. ??????, N ≈ 12???.
????N ≈ 12???, ? (2.71)???????????????? sorg(x, y)
??, ????????????????????????????? s(x, y)??
(2.71)????????. ??, ?????????? 1 m???? 2◦??????
????????? (2.71)???????, N ≈ 12 ??????????? (2.78)
????????. ????????????????? 2.18???. ??, ???
???????? 5 ?????????????????????. ? 2.18??, ?
??????????????????????????????????????
??. ???????????????, ? 2.16??????, ?????????
??????????????.
???, ?????????????????????, ????????????
??????? 2.19???. ????????, ????????????????
???????????????. ????? 4????????????−20.90dB
???. ?????, ????????????? 4??????????????
??? 1%??????????????.
2.5. ????????? 43
































?? [68]. ????, ???????????????????????????.
??, ??????????????????????????????????
?????, 2 ???????????????????????????????




































?????? [53] [106] [107]. 2.2.1?????????????????????











G(r′, φ′|a, φc)D(a, φc)dφc (3.1)
???, G(r′, φ′ | a, φc)?, ?? xc = (a, φc)?????????????, D(a, φc)?
46 ? 3? ???????????????????????????????
?? xc = (a, φc)??????????????????. ???, ????????



















e−jνφc · ejν′φcdφc =
1 ν = ν
′
0 ν ̸= ν ′
(3.3)
??????? (3.2)???????????????.
















???, Cν? ν??????????, H
(2)
ν ? ν??? 2 ??????????. ?







































???. ??????????? (2.7)???????????????, 3.1???
?????????????????????? (3.8)?????????????
??, ???????????????????????????????????.
L??????? xl = (a, 2pilL )?????? (??? 0 ≤ l < L), η??? 2 ???
































































w(xl, t) ∗ u(xη,xl, t) (3.10)













































w(xl, t) ∗ u(xη,xl, t) ∗ pTh(t, τfrac) (3.12)
???, n = N −m???. ??, ????????? τfrac?, ????????.
τfrac =
|xζ − xm,nµ,ν |
c
−



















?????????MATLAB???????. ??????? 3.2???. ??
?, 343.36 m/s???. ??, x???−1.6 ≤ x ≤ 1.6???? 0.05 m??? 65??
????????????????????????. ?????????????
???????? 0.01 m???. ???????? 2.5.2????????, ???
???????????? 1 % ?????????N = 4?????? S˘(2)ν (ω)?
??????????, 2N + 1 = 9?????????. ?????, ?? 1.0 ??
?????????. ??, ?????? (2.71)?????. ??, ????????






65 loudspeakers (interval: 0.05 m)
Focused sources
as virtual loudspeakers




????, (xc, yc) = (0.0, 0.5)???. ???????????????????? 9
???, ?????????????????. ??, ??????????????
????????? 3.1??????????????????.
3.5.2 ??????
??????????????, 2.4?????, ? (2.77)??????????
????????. ????????? ErrSF(x, y)?, -1.5 m ≤ x ≤ 1.5 m, 1.0 m
≤ y ≤ 3.0 m ???????, 0.01 m ???????????????????.
3.5.3 ???????????????????





?????????, ????????????????, 0.001 m, 0.01 m, 0.05 m,
0.1 m ? 4 ??????????????????????. 3.5.1???????
?, -1.5 m ≤ x ≤ 1.5 m, 1.0 m ≤ y ≤ 3.0 m ???????, 0.01 m ???????
??????????????????, 100 Hz ?? 3500 Hz ?????????
?????????.
??????????????? 3.3???. ?????? 0.001 m, 0.01 m, 0.05
m ???????, ????????????????????, ????? 0.1 m
3.5. ?????? 51
???? 1800 Hz ??, ??????????????????????????.
????? 0.1 m ???, ??????? 0.2 m????, ???????????
???????? 1700 Hz?343.36 m/s ÷ 0.2 m ≈ 1700 Hz????, ??????
???????????????. ???, ??????????????????
????????????????????????????????. ?????
??????????????????????? 0.05 m ???, ???????
??????????? 3400 Hz ?????. 3400 Hz ?????????????
??? 0.05 m ???????????, ?????????? 0.01 m ??????
?????.





















? 3.3: ????????????????. ????????????. ’Ref.’: ?
??????????????. ??????, ????????????????
???????????????????. ??’0.01’: ??????? 0.01 m ??
?????????????????.
52 ? 3? ???????????????????????????????
3.5.4 ???????
??????????????????????????????????. ?
?????????, 1992.2 Hz????????. ??, ?????? 1024????
???????????, 2000 Hz ????????????????????. ?
??????????????????????, ???????????? 10◦?
??????????????????????. ???????????????
???????? 3.4???. ? 3.4 (a) ???????????????????,
(b), (c) ?????????????????????, ????????????
????????????. ?? (c) ????????, ????????????
????????????????????. ??, ? 3.4 (d), (e)?, ??????
???????????????, ???????????????????. ??
?????? dB ?????, ??????????. ??, Thiran???????
??????????????????. ???, ???????????????,
??????????????????????. ? 3.4 (f), (g)?, ???????
???????????????, ???????????????????. ??
(g)?????????, ???????, ??????????????????.

























































































































? 3.4: ?????????. (a): ????. (b): ???????????????
????. (c): (b)??????????. (d): Thiran?????????????
???????????????????. (e): (d)??????????. (f): ??
?????????????????. (g): (f)??????????.






































































































? 3.5: ???????????????φ = 10◦??????????????, ?
????????. (a): ????. (b): ???????????????????.
(c): (b)??????????. (d): Thiran??????????????????
??????????????. (e): (d)??????????. (f): ???????
????????????. (g): (f)??????????.
3.5. ?????? 55

























Ref. FD TD Ref.(TD)
? 3.6: ????????????????????????. ’Ref.’: ??????
?????? [65, 68]. ’FD’: ???? (?????????). ’TD’: Thiran????
????????????????. ’Ref.(TD)’: ??????????? [65, 68].
??, ??????????????????????????????????
?????. -1.5 m ≤ x ≤ 1.5 m, 1.0 m ≤ y ≤ 3.0 m ??????? 0.01 m ???
?????????????????????????????????, 100 Hz ?
???????????????? 3500 Hz ??????. ??, ????????
?????????????????, 2N + 1 = 9????? 100 ???????,
????N = 4?????? S˘(2)ν (ω)??????. ?????, ?? 1.0 ?????
??????. ??, ????????????????????????????
????, ???????? -0.5 m ≤ x ≤ 0.5 m, 0.25 m ≤ y ≤ 0.75 m ?????
????????, ?? 100 ???????????????????????. ?
??, ??????????????????????????????, ????
???? −30◦ ≤ φ ≤ 30◦ ?????????????, ?? 100 ????????
???????????????. 100 ?????????????? 95 % ???
??????? 3.6???. ??, 95 % ????????????? student-t ??
?????.
????????, ????????????????????????????
??. ??, ?????????, ???????????????????????
??????????. ??, ??????????????????????, ??
??????????? 10 dB ??????????????. 2.3???????
























Ref(4) FD(4) FD(3) Ref(3)
? 3.7: ???????????????. ?????????. ’Ref(4)’: ???
? N = 4????? (?????????). ’FD(4)’: ???? N = 4?????
(?????????). ’FD(3)’: ????N = 3????? (?????????).
’Ref(3)’: ????N = 3????? (?????????).
??, 2.5.2?????Monson??????????? [104]????, ?????
??????????????????????????. ???????????
?N = 3?N = 4???????, ?????????????????????
???????????. ???? 3.7???. ??, ??????????????
?????????, 3400 Hz????????????????????????,
3400 Hz????????????? 4000 Hz??, ????????????.
???????????????, ????N = 4????N = 3??????
???, ???????????????N = 3????, 1 dB ?????????
?????????????.
58 ? 3? ???????????????????????????????
3.5.5 ??????
??????????, ???????? C ????????, ITU-T G.192 ??
??????????????????? [111]??????????. ?????
??????????????????????????????????????
???, ??????????? C ???????.
???????????,?????????????,??????????20ms
???????????????. ??????????????????? 65 ?
?, ?????????????? 513 ???????. ????????????
?N = 4??, ?????????????????????? 2N + 1 ????.
????????????????????????????????, ?????
??????????. ?????????, ?? 129 ????? 256 ?????
???????????????????????????????, ??????




?????????????????, N = 4?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????. ??,










? 3.1: ????????????????????weighted millions of operations per
seconds. ??, WMOPS). ’Reference’: ????????????? [65]. ’Proposed’:
?????????????. ???????????????????????.
’Mono’: ?????. (FD) ?????????????, (TD)?????????
?? [74].
Method (WMOPS)
Reference in TD[68] 2089.37
Proposed in TD (N = 4) 1425.61
Proposed in TD (N = 6) 1965.28
Monopole in FD[48] 8130.42







????????????????????. 2 ?????????, 1 ?????
??????????????????????????????????????
?. ???????, 2.2.1?????????, ????????????????
????????????????????????????????. 2 ????
??????????????????????????????????????




















































? 1 ?????????. m??????, 2 ?? (m − 1)???????????
??????, ???????????????????????. ???????
?????????????, ? 4.2??????m??????????? 2m?
??????????????. ?????, ?????????????????
??, ???????????????????????. ???????????












?, m??????, ????m− 1???????????????m+ 1???
?????????????????. ?????, m?????????? µ??
??????????? xmµ ?????????.
xmµ = xc + (m− 2µ)∆ (0 ≤ µ ≤ m) (4.1)
???, xc?????????????. ∆ = d/2???????????????
????????? d?????????.





1 (µ = 0)
gm−1µ − gm−1µ−1 (0 < µ < m)
−gm−1µ−1 (µ = m)
(4.2)
??? 2 ???????. x????m?, y???? n??????? (m,n)?
???????? (µ, ν)????????????? xm,nµ,ν = (xmµ , ynν )??? gm,nµ,ν ?
????????.
xmµ = xc + (m− 2µ)∆ (0 ≤ µ ≤ m)
ynν = yc + (n− 2ν)∆ (0 ≤ ν ≤ n) (4.3)
64 ? 4? ????????????????????????????
d 2d 4d
N=0 N=1 N=2 N=3
? 4.2: ?????????????????????3 ???? [58].




? 4.3: ?????????????d??????????????????? [58].
gm,nµ,ν = g
m









? gm,nµ,ν ·D(x0,xm,nµ,ν ) (4.5)










? 4.4: ???????????????????????????? [58].
????????????????N ???????????????? 2N +1 ?
??????????????. ????, ? 4.4??????, ?????????
??????????????????????, ???????????????
???????????????, 4 ???? 1 ????????????????
????????????????? [58]. ???????, ???, ???????
??????????????? 2 ??????????????????????





???, ?????????????????????????????. ? 4.3
????, ?????????????????????, ???????????
????????, ?????????????????????????????
?. ???, ?????????????????????, ????? 2 ????
???? 2 ???????????, ? 4.4??????????????????
??????????????????????. ????, ??????????
???????????????4.3?????, ????????????????
66 ? 4? ????????????????????????????
???????, ???????.
xmµ = xc + (m− 2µ)∆
(
0 ≤ µ ≤ m, µ ̸= m+ 1
2
)
ynν = yc + (n− 2ν)∆
(





????, ?? 2 ????????????????.
??, ????????????????????????????. ?????
??????????????????, ?????????????????. ?
?????????????????????????? gmµ ?, ??4.2?????




gm−1µ−1 (µ = 0, 1)
gm−1µ − gm−1µ−2 (1 < µ < m− 1)
−gm−1µ−1 (µ = m− 1,m)
(4.7)
2???????????????????????, ??4.2?,?4.7??, ??4.4?
?????????????. ????, ? 4.5?N = 4????????????
???????????????????. ?????????, ????????
????????????. ?????????? 4.5?????????.





??????. ? (2.11), ???? (4.5)??, (m,n)?????????????





































+1 -1 +2 -2 +4 -4 +6
? 4.5: ???????????????????????????????. ??
???????, ????????????????????. ?????????
?????????.





gm,nµ,ν · |ynν − yζ |
|xζ − xm,nµ,ν |3 δ(t+








gm,nµ,ν · |ynν − yζ |
|xζ − xm,nµ,ν |3 h(t+
|xζ − xm,nµ,ν |
c
) (4.8)
???, ∗??????????. xm,nµ,ν = (xmµ , ynν )? (m,n)???????????




?????????. ?????????????????? xζ = (xζ , yζ)????
? ζ??????????????????????????????.
68 ? 4? ????????????????????????????









gm,N−mµ,ν · |yN−mν − yζ |
|xζ − xm,N−mµ,ν |3
δ(t+













gm,N−mµ,ν · |yN−mν − yζ |
|xζ − xm,N−mµ,ν |3
h(t+







































gm,nµ,ν · |ynν − yζ |
|xζ − xm,nµ,ν |3 h(t+
⌊ |xζ − xm,nµ,ν |
c
⌋
) ∗ pTh(t, τfrac)
)
(4.10)
???, n = N −m???. ??, ????????? τfrac?, ????????.
τfrac =
|xζ − xm,nµ,ν |
c
−



















???????, ???????????????????. ???, ???????
?????????????????????, ????????????????
?. ???, ?????????????????????, ???????????
??????.
??, ????????????, 4.2???????????????, 4.4.1??
???Thiran???????????????????????????????.
4.2?????????????????????, ??, ????????????
?. ??, Thiran????????????????, ?????????????
?????????????, ??????????.
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????????????????, ??????????????. ???, ??
?????????????????????????????????, ????
???????????????????, ??????????????????
??????????????. ??, ??????????????, 3.5.1???
?????, ??????.
?????????MATLAB???????. ??????? 4.7???. ??
?, 343.36 m/s???. ??, x???−1.6 ≤ x ≤ 1.6???? 0.05 m??? 65?
?????????????????????????. ????????????
??????????? 0.01 m???. ?????????, (xc, yc) = (0.0, 0.5)?




???????, (0, 0.51)? (0, 0.49)?????????. ??, ?????????
????????N = 4???. ????????????????????, ??












w = (GHG+ λI)−1GHs (4.13)
???,w?????????????????????????w = [w0,0, · · · , w0,N ]T
???. ??, [·]H???????????. λ???G?????????????
??????????????????? [50]. ???????????? λ = 0.001
????. s?, ?????????????????? 1 m???????????
?????? 2◦???????? 180????????????????????
???????. ??????G = [v0,0, · · · , v0,N ]??? vm,n?, ????????
? (m,n)??????????????, ???????????????????
??????????. ???, ??????????? (m,n)?????????
???????????????????? [112].
vm,n(r, k) = G2D(kr)(jdk)
m+n cosm φ sinn φ (4.14)
???, k???, G2D???????????????, j?????, d?????




?????????ErrSF(x, y)?, -1.5 m ≤ x ≤ 1.5 m, 1.0 m ≤ y ≤ 3.0 m ???







??? 4.5.1????????????, ??????????????, 0.01 m, 0.02
m, 0.04 m, 0.07 m ? 4 ????????, ??????????????. 4.5.2??
??????, -1.5 m ≤ x ≤ 1.5 m, 1.0 m ≤ y ≤ 3.0 m ???????, 0.01 m ??
??????????????????????????, 100 Hz ?? 7000 Hz ?
?????????????????.
72 ? 4? ????????????????????????????
??????????????? 4.8???. ?? 0.04 m ?????, 4300 Hz ?
????????????????????. ??????, ?? 0.04 m ?????
??????????????????. ????, ??????????????
?????????, ????????????????, ???????????
??????????????????????????. ??, ?? 0.07 m ??
?????????????????. ??, ?? 0.02 m ???????????
?????? 8600 Hz ?????, ?? 0.02 m ? 0.01 m ?????, ??????
?????????????????????????????.


























? 4.8: ????????????????. ’Ref.’: ???????????????.
?????????????, ????????????????????????





?????????, 1992.2 Hz????????. ??, ?????? 1024????
???????????, 2000 Hz ????????????????????. ?
??????????????????????, ???????????? 10◦?
??????????????????????. ???????????????
???????? 4.9?, ????????? 10◦???????????? 4.10?
??. ? 4.9 (a) ???????????????????, (b) (c) ????????
?????????????, ????????????????????????.
?? (c) ??, ???????????????????????????????
?. ??, ? 4.9 (d) (e)?, 4.2????????????????????????
?????, ????????????. (b) (c) ??????, 4.2????????
?????????????????????????????. (f) (g) ?, ???
??????????????????, ???????????????????.
?????????????????????????, ????????????
?????????. (h) (i) ?, ??????????????Thiran??????
??????????, ????????????????. ???, ???????
????????, ??????????????????????. ? 4.10???
??????, ????????? 10◦??????????????????.
74 ? 4? ????????????????????????????














































































































? 4.9: ????????, ?????????. (a): ????. (b): ???????
????????????. (c): (b)??????????. (d): ????????
????????????????????. (e): (d)??????????. (f): ?
?????????????????. (g): (f)??????????. (h): ???
?????, Thiran??????????????????. (i): (h)???????
???.
4.5. ???? 75














































































































? 4.10: ???????????????φ = 10◦??????????????, ?
????????. (a): ????. (b): ???????????????????.
(c): (b)??????????. (d): ?????????????????????
???????. (e): (d)??????????. (f): ??????????????
????. (g): (f)??????????. (h): ????????, Thiran?????
?????????????. (i): (h)??????????.
76 ? 4? ????????????????????????????

























Ref. FD1 FD2 TD Ref.(TD)
? 4.11: ????????????????????????. ’Ref.’: ??????
?????? [65, 68]. ’FD1’: ????????????. ’FD2’: ????????
????????????. ’TD’: Thiran???????????????????
?. ’Ref.(TD)’: ??????????? [65, 68].
?????????????????????????????, ???????
???????? 3500 Hz ?????????, ? 4.11???. ??, ??????
????????????????????, 2N +1 = 9????? 100 ?????
??, ????N = 4?????? S˘(2)ν (ω)??????. ?????, ?? 1.0 ??
?????????. ??, ?????????????????????????
???????, ???????? -0.5 m ≤ x ≤ 0.5 m, 0.25 m ≤ y ≤ 0.75 m ??
???????????, ?? 100 ??????????????????????
?. ???, ??????????????????????????????, ??
?????? −30◦ ≤ φ ≤ 30◦ ?????????????, ?? 100 ??????
?????????????????. 100 ?????????????? 95 % ?
????????? 4.11???. ??, 95 % ????????????? student-t
???????.
????????, ????????????????????????????
????. ??, ?????????, 1000 Hz ?????????????????
??????????????????????????. ??, ????????
??????????????, ????????????? 15 dB ???????
???????.
4.5. ???? 77
























? 4.12: ???????????????. ?????????. ’Ref(4)’: ????
N = 4????? (?????????). ’FD(4)’: ????N = 4????? (??
???????). ’FD2(4)’: ????N = 4??????????????????
???. ’Ref(3)’: ????N = 3????? (?????????). ’FD(3)’: ???
?N = 3????? (?????????). ’FD2(3)’: ????N = 3??????
???????????????.
??, 2.5.2?????Monson??????????? [104]????, ?????
??????????????????????????. ???????????
?N = 3?N = 4???????, ??????????????????????
??????????. ???? 4.12???. ??, ??????????????
?????????, 3400 Hz????????????????????????,
3400 Hz????????????? 4000 Hz??, ????????????.
???????????????, ????N = 4????N = 3??????
???, ???????????????N = 3????, 1 dB ?????????
?????????????. ??, 3 ???????????? 1 dB ?????
??????????.
78 ? 4? ????????????????????????????
? 4.1: ????????????????????weighted millions of operations per
seconds. ??, WMOPS). ’Reference’: ????????????? [65]. ’Proposed’:
?????????????. ?????????????????. ’Mono’: ??
???. (FD) ?????????????, (TD)??????????? [74].
Method (WMOPS)
Reference in TD[68] 3850.88
Proposed in TD (N = 2) 1943.78
Proposed in TD (N = 3) 2713.75
Proposed in TD (N = 4) 4253.68
Monopole in FD[48] 8130.42
4.5.5 ??????





???????????????. ??????????????????? 65 ?
?,??????????????????????????????????? 513




?????????????, N = 4?????????????????????
??????????????????????????????. ??, ????
?????, ?????????????????????. ???, ???????
???????????????????????, ?????????????.
??????????????????, ??????????????????














?. ???, ????????????????????, 3 ???????????
????????, ???????????????????????.
4.6.1 ??????????

















???????????????????? 3?, ?? 4??????. 3?????

























??, ?????????????????????. ??, 3?????????
?????????????????????????, ?????? (3.8)???





























82 ? 5? ?????????????????????
5.2.1 ??????
2 ???????????, ?????????? 1 m???????????























???, S˘(2)ν ? ν??????????, H(2)ν ? ν??? 2??????????. ?
??, ???????? ejνα?????. ???, ???????????????
???????????.
ejα = cosα + j sinα (5.3)
?????????????? ejνα????????????, ?????? cosα
? sinα????????????????.






















































































cosν−ζ α sinζ α
(5.5)
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cosm α sinn α
(5.6)















??, ? (2.64)????, ??????????????????????????













?????. ??????, ????N = 4, ???????? (xc, yc) = (0, 0)??
?. ??, 9 ? (2N + 1 = 9)????? 1 ???????????????????
????, ??????????. ????????, ?????? (2.71)????,
?????????????? (5.8)?????????????????? (2.64)
?????????.
?????, pressure-matching method [51] ?????????, ? (2.70)???
?????. ??,?????? 1 m????? 2◦??? 180??????????.
? 5.1????????. (a)?????, (b)????????, (c)??????
????, (d)???????????, (e)?? (2.77)?????????????
???????????????????. ??, (f)? pressure-matching method
??????, (g)? pressure-matching method ?????????, (h)? ? (2.77)
?????? pressure-matching method ???????????????????
?. ??????????????, ??????? pressure-matching method ??
?????????????????????. ???, ????????????
84 ? 5? ?????????????????????
???????????????????, pressure-mathcing method ??????
???????????????, ??????????????????. ???
???, ????????????????????, ?????????????
























































































































? 5.1: ??????? (a)???????? pressure-matching method ???. ?
????????????. ???? (2.77)??????????????????
??????. ???????. ???????. ???pressure-matching method.




????????. ???, ????????????????????????, ?
???????????? pressure-matching method ?????????????
















? (2.61)?????????, (m,n)???????? cosm φ sinn φ??????
??????. ???, ? (2.71)???????????? cosm φ sinn φ?????
?????, ????????????????????????????????
















H(2)µ {Cµejµφ + (−1)µC−µe−jµφ}
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???, H(2)µ ≈ jµH(2)0 ???????????????????.









???????????? ejµφ?, ? (5.3)??????????? (5.4)?????
????????, ?????????????.





















































µ cosµ−n φ sinn φ
(5.10)








 {Cµ + (−1)µ−nC−µ}



























 {Cm+n + (−1)mC−m−n} (5.12)








?????, 5.2.1??????? (5.7)???????, ???????? (5.11)?
??????????????????????G2D(0)????????????
???. ??????????????????, ???????????????







??????, ????N = 4, ???????? (xc, yc) = (0, 0)???????
(4.3)???? (4.6)????????????????????????????.
??, 9 ? (2N +1 = 9)????? 1 ?????????????????????
?????????????. ?????????????????, ??????
??????????????? 0.01 m ???. ??????, ?????? (2.71)
???????, ?????????????? (2.64)???????. ??, 5.2.1
??????????, ? (2.70)? pressure-matching method ?????????
? (2.64)?????, ?????????????.
? 5.2????????. (a)?????, (b)????????, (c)??????
??, (d)???????????, (e)?? (2.77)???????????????
????????????????. ??, (f)? pressure-matching method ???,
(g)? pressure-matching method ??????, (h)? ? (2.77)????? pressure-
matching method ????????????????????. ?????????
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?????, ??????? pressure-matching method?????????????
????. ???????????????????????????????, ??
??? pressure-mathcing method ??????????????????????.




















































































































? 5.2: ??????? (a)???????? pressure-matching method ???. ?
????????????. ???? (2.77)??????????????????
???. ???????. ???????. ???pressure-matching method.
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? 5.3: ????????????????????????. ’Ref.’: Pressure-
matching method ???????????????. ’Prop.’: ??????????
?????????.
?????????????????????????????, ???????
???????? 3500 Hz ?????????, ? 5.3???. ??, ??????
????????????????????, 2N + 1 = 9????? 100 ????
???, ????N = 4?????? S˘(2)ν (ω)??????. ???, ?? 1.0 ???
????????. 100 ?????????????? 95 % ??????????
5.3???. ??, 95 % ????????????? student-t ???????. ??
???????, ??????? pressure-matching method ??????????
??????????. ?????, ?????????????????????,
????????????????????, ?????????????????

















?????????MATLAB???????. ???, 343.36 m/s???. ??,
x???−1.6 ≤ x ≤ 1.6???? 0.05 m??? 65???????????????
???????????. ??????????????????????????
????????? 0.01 m???. ????????????, (xc, yc) = (0.0, 0.5)
???. ??????????????????? 4.5.1????????????
???????. ??, ??????????????????N = 4??????
S˘
(2)
ν (ω)???????????, 2N + 1 = 9?????????. ?????, ??
1.0 ???????????. ??, ?????? (2.71)?????.
5.4.2 ??????
??????????????, -1.5 m ≤ x ≤ 1.5 m, 1.0 m ≤ y ≤ 3.0 m ???




????????. ??????????, 1992.2 Hz????????. ??, ??
???? 1024???????????????, 2000 Hz ???????????
?????????. ???????????????????????, ????
??????? 20◦???????????????????????. ?????
?????????????????? 5.4?, ???????? 20◦??????
5.4. ?????? 93
?????? 5.5???. ? 5.4 (a) ???????????????????, (b),
(c) ? pressure-matching method ???????????????????????
????????????????. ??, ? 5.4 (d), (e)?, ??????????
????????????, ?????????????????????????
??????????. (f), (g) ?, ?????????????????????.
????????????????????????. ?????????? 20◦?
????????????? ? 5.5???. ??????????, ???????
??? 3 ??????????????????????.























































































































? 5.4: ??????????. ????????????. ???????????
??. ????pressure-matching method ???????????????????

























































































































? 5.5: ??????????????φ = 20◦??????????????, ??
???????. ??????????. ????????????. ??????
???????. ????pressure-matching method ??????????????
??????. 3 ?:????????????????????????. 4 ???
????????????????.
96 ? 5? ?????????????????????
























? 5.6: ????????????????????????. ’Ref.’: ??????
?????? [65, 68]. ’PM’: Pressure-matching method ????????????.
’FD2’: ????????????.
?????????????????????????????, ???????
???????? 3500 Hz ?????????, ? 5.6???. ??, ??????
????????????????????, 2N +1 = 9????? 100 ?????
??, ????N = 4?????? S˘(2)ν (ω)??????. ?????, ?? 1.0 ??
?????????. ??, ?????????????????????????
???????, ???????? -0.5 m ≤ x ≤ 0.5 m, 0.25 m ≤ y ≤ 0.75 m ??
???????????, ?? 100 ??????????????????????
?. ???, ??????????????????????????????, ??
?????? −30◦ ≤ φ ≤ 30◦ ?????????????, ?? 100 ??????
?????????????????. 100 ?????????????? 95 % ?
????????? 5.6???. ??, 95 % ????????????? student-t
???????.
????????, ???????????????????????????
???????, ????????????? 1 dB ????. ??, ?????
pressure-matching method ?????????????????????????




















??????, ??????? [C-2], [C-3] ?????????????. ????
??, ???????????????????????????????????
??????????????, ???????????. ???????????
??, ???????????, ?????????????????????. ?
?, ?????????????????????, pressure-matching method ??
?????????????????????????????. pressure-matching
method ???????????????????????????, ?? 2 ???





?. ???????????????????????, pressure-matching method
??????????????????????????????, ???????
98 ? 5? ?????????????????????






















1 ???, ?????, ????, ?????????????????.
2???, ??????????????????, ??????????????

















































????????, ???????????????????????. ??, ???
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????. ????????? 2 ??





?. ????? 2 ?????????, 2 ???????????????????
?????, ????????????????????????????????







































??????. ???, NTT?, ???????????????????????
?????, ???????????????????????. ????????
?Kirari! ??????, NTT????????????? 2016, R?D?????
2017, ?????????????, ???????? 2017, ???????????









??????????????. ??, ???????????????, ?????
???????????????????????????. ??????????
???????????????, ??????????????????????























???????????????. ??????????? A.1???. ????
????? (Mac Pro)? 2 ?????????????????????RME?
MADIFace XT??? MADI ????????????????????????
??, ????????????DirectOut? Andiamo 2 DA??????????
???????????, ???????????Genelec? Genelec 8020A???
????????????????????????, ?????????????
???????. ???????, 2.1????????, ??????????? 2
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